




Monster Prolink® 
Cables For Professional Applications 
and Musical Instruments.

 With Pure Monster Sound,® I’m going to  
 take you to the other side of the studio  
 glass, to the musician’s side. Like being 
 on stage, without the microphone.

 Noel Lee. The Head Monster.

Since 1979, Monster has been improving the music. The result 
of our work is Pure Monster Sound. In headphones, speakers 
and instrument cables, everything we do, demonstrates 
our commitment to the Pure Monster Sound experience.    

And nowhere is this more relevant than in our Pro MI 
products.  Instrument cables.  Patch cables.  Microphone 
and speaker cables.  These are tools for musicians:  players, 
singers and producers who are ultra sensitive to sound.  
They know that cable is the bedrock of a reliable, high-end 
sound.  We’ve been working with professional musicians 
for over 30 years and there’s a reason for that:  the sound.

As the Head Monster stated 
above, Pure Monster Sound® 
delivers a wide dynamic range 
to deliver the punch and 
realism of a live performance, 
and well balanced frequency 
response so that no detail 
is lost. Pure Monster Sound® 
is about getting closer 
to the music. 

35 Years of Innovation 
and Revolutionary Ideas.

Let’s keep in mind who we’re dealing with 
here. Back in 70’s, Noel Lee had some 
convincing to do.  Which he did.  He proved 
beyond any shadow of a doubt, that cable 
matters.  That gauge, windings and numerous other factors make 
a very obvious difference in audio quality.  That led to Monster 
Cable, which lead to an entirely new industry in which we are still 
the leader.  Our legacy of creativity and innovation continues.

Some of the Monster Cable® Technologies
24k Gold Contact Connectors deliver maximum signal transfer 
(especially low-level signals), extra-durability and corrosion resistance.
Duraflex® Protective Jacket resists high and low temperatures, provides 
long-lasting reliability, durability, and flexibility when routing. 
MicroFiber® Dielectric-Wrapped Wire Networks for faster transient 
response, maximum clarity, improved definition and greater presence. 
An intricate process winds an air-core fiber around each individual 
conductor to reduce dielectric losses and distortion.
 3-Way or 2-Way Time Correct® Windings separately guide the bass, 
mid and high frequencies to prevent phase shift and time delay for more 
coherent reproduction of the delicate harmonic structure of music.

Monster® is the Cable Choice for Musicians 
and Recording Professionals 

Top recording engineers, mastering engineers, producers, 
and musicians choose Monster because Monster’s patented 
cable technologies meet all their performance and recording 
requirements. Simply put, Monster makes a powerful difference 
in their work. And, it fits comfortably within a budget. All of which 
makes Monster a valuable investment for any musician, studio  
or facility. Audio professionals choose Monster. Make Monster 
your choice too for the best possible audio reproduction.

“
”

Monsterous Beginnings - Noel Lee, 

The Head Monster kicks out the jams 

with his band Asian Wood in the 70s.
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Studio Pro™ 2000 
Instrument Cable 

Monster’s Flagship Cable Featuring Our Most 
Advanced Technologies for Ultimate Performance. 

Studio Pro 2000 features 3-way Bandwidth Balanced 
construction, patented MicroFiber® dielectric insulation 
and Time Correct® multiple gauge wire networks for 
ultimate balance and accuracy. It’s the reference cable 
for both artists and engineers.

1  Custom Monster® connector with 24K gold contacts 

2  Ergonomically contoured heavy-duty shell

3  Time Correct® Windings

4  MicroFiber® wrapped networks for more clarity and presence

5  Multi-Gauge high and low frequency wire networks 
6  95% coverage copper braid 
 and carbon-infused dielectric
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Monster Cable® Prolink® 
Studio Pro™ 2000

As a reference cable, our SP 2000 

cables speak for themselves.  After all,  

‘reference’ means that in evaluating 

cables, you have to have a ‘best’.  

Something by which all others are 

measured.   For many years and for 

thousands of performers and music 

professionals it’s SP 2000.  It’s our 

flagship and just two of the features 

that set it apart Include Time Correct® 

windings and multi-gauge high and low 

frequency wire networks.  For players, 

producer and engineers no sound goes 

unnoticed.  Which is why SP 2000 

cables always are.
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Studio Pro™ 2000 
Microphone Cable 

Used by Grammy®-Winning Recording Artists. 

Monster’s ultimate performance standard for both studio and 
live applications. Uses three Time Correct® multiple gauge wire 
networks for extreme accuracy, and it is ultra-quiet. Carbon 
polymer shielding minimizes handling and vibration noise. Heavy-
duty black nylon mesh jacket provides maximum durability and 
visual appeal.

1  Custom Monster® XLR connections with 24k gold contacts

2  Time Correct® Windings

3  MicroFiber® dielectric preserves 
 highs and improves transients

4  MultiTwist™ construction with 
 95% copper braided shielding 
 

Studio Pro™ 2000 
Speaker Cable 

The Ultimate Speaker Cable for Critical Listening. 

Delivers ultra-high resolution audio signals to speakers in control 
rooms, for monitor speakers, amp/head speaker combinations 
and sound reinforcement. Features include Magnetic Flux Tube, 
heavy gauge Bass Control Conductor, heavy gauge copper and 
Duraflex® black jacket. Wide selection of termination options 
including Monster designed XLR and Speakon connectors.  

1  24kt gold contacts for improved signal transfer

2  Precision Time Correct® windings with separate wire networks 
 provide excellent soundstage performance

3  Magnetic Flux Tube® improves bass response for natural sound

4  Heavy-gauge bass control conductor 
 improves punch and dynamics

5  Available in ¼” and Speakon terminations
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Monster Rock® Instrument Cable  

High Performance Cable Delivers Aggressive Sonic 
Character and Dynamics for Rock Musicians.

Preserves fast transients, clean highs, and vivid harmonics. 
Ergonomically shaped connector lets you quickly plug in 
and out. Made to accent the raw power of your sound 
and cut through the mix!

1  Multi-gauge wire networks

2  Solid core center conductor

3  Carbon-Infused Polymer minimizes 
 handling and vibration noise

4  95% copper braided shield

5  Duraflex® protective jacket
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Monster Cable® Prolink® 
Rock. Bass. Acoustic.

We call them application specific, which 

means that each of these cables is 

designed for a specific kind of instrument 

or playing style.  Bass.  Acoustic. And 

Rock.   Every player puts in hundreds 

of hours to bond with their instruments.  

Monster wants to see that the rewards 

of that effort are protected and never altered.  

As you would expect, Monster 

Bass is about solid core conductors and 

extremely fast transients.  Acoustic is 

warm and natural specifically designed 

to deliver harmonics and sustain.  Rock?  

If you’re going to burn down the house, 

do it with Monster Rock. 
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Monster Acoustic™ Instrument Cable  

Natural Sound Reproduction and Real Wood-Grain 
Look for Acoustic Guitars. 

A high performance, acoustic-specific instrument cable 
designed to deliver the warmth, harmonics and sustain 
of your guitar with precision and clarity. Real wood-grain 
connector matches the look of acoustic guitars. 

1  Custom Monster® connectors with 24k gold contacts 

2  Multi-gauge wire networks

3  MicroFiber® dielectric preserves highs and improves transients 

4  Carbon-infused polymer minimizes handling noise

5  95% copper braided shield

6  Duraflex® protective jacket 
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Monster Bass® Instrument Cable  

Powerful Low End Response and Extended Dynamic Range 
From a Cable Specially Designed for the Bass Player. 

Provides extended low frequency response, faster transients 
and wide dynamic range. Two thick, solid core bass conductors 
improve voltage and current transmission for maximum punch 
and an extended low end. Tapered connector is easy to grab. 

1  Custom Monster® ¼" connectors 
 with 24k gold contacts 

2  Durable, easy-grab barrel design

3  Multi-gauge wire networks

4  Carbon-Infused Polymer minimizes 
 handling and vibration noise

5  Ultra dense shielding

6  Duraflex® protective jacket
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Monster Cable® Prolink® 
Performer 600

The only way you can call these entry 

level cables is if you want to enter the 

world of professional audio, sound 

great and be very smart about your 

budget. Built to weather the rigors of 

stage and touring, every Performer 600 

cable is made with our Duraflex® Jacket 

to resist cuts and abrasion. Heavy duty 

shielding for low noise and special 

copper windings provide a well balanced 

sound.  They also feature Monster 

designed nickel-plated brass connectors.  

Prolink Performer 600 outperforms 

anything in its class.

Performer 600 
Instrument Cable 

Road Worthy Instrument Cable 
Built for the Touring Musician

Gigging or touring can be tough on an instrument cable.  
Cables get cut. Connectors break. All of a sudden there’s 
hum and crackle where your guitar should be. Performer 
600 Instrument Cable is made for abuse.  Monster’s 
Duraflex® jacket protects the cable and heavy duty 
shielding protects your signal.

1  Durable hard nickel-plated contact connectors   

2  Special copper windings for great clarity over long runs

3  Heavy-duty shielding for excellent noise reduction

4  Duraflex® protective jacket
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Monster® Performer 600 
Speaker Cable 

Advanced Technologies in a Pro Audio Speaker Cable.

Get Time Correct® windings, increased conductor area for better 
power transfer and twisted pair construction to eliminate hum. 
Perfect for amp head/ speaker set-ups 
and sound reinforcement. Available with 24K gold contact 
¼" plug, dual bananas or Monster designed XLR connectors.

1  Reliable nickel-plated brass connector   

2  Time Correct® Windings

3  Magnetic Flux Tube® for natural sound

4  More copper for better power transfer

5  Duraflex® protective jacket

6  Available in ¼", Speakon, 
 and Faston terminations
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Monster® Performer 600 
Microphone Cable 

High Resolution Professional Microphone Cable 
for Improved Performance.  

Delivers excellent vocal and instrument reproduction, 
and is best price/performance “buy” for recording and 
performing artists. Multiple gauge wire networks, high 
density braided shield, protective Duraflex® jacket. 
It’s all designed to bring out the vibrant harmonic 
overtones of vocals or any miced instrument.

1  Custom Monster® XLR connectors provide durability and style    

2  MicroFiber ® dielectric increases transient response time

3  Carbon polymer shielding minimizes handling noise

4  High-density braided shield reduces interference

4  Duraflex® jacket offers maximum 
 flexibility and protection



INTRODUCING MONSTER CLASSIC
Head Monster Noel Lee has been an engineer, a professional 
drummer and an audiophile and of course, an entrepreneur. 
In the late ‘70s he put all these skills together and designed the 
first premium pro audio cable line.  By partnering with major 
performers and producers, he continued to refine the products 
that have now become world standards. Now, due to popular 
demand Monster is re-releasing the original instrument, 
speaker and mic cables.  Same great sound. 
Same great look. Incredible value.
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MONSTER CLASSIC™

MONSTER CLASSIC™

INSTRUMENT CABLE

QUALITY SOUND STARTS WITH QUALITY CABLE. 

You can tweak your guitar, your amp and your pedals forever, 
but if your cable doesn’t deliver, there’s a weak link in the chain. 
Monster Classic is a great entry-level cable for gigging, tracking 
in the studio, or jamming in the garage. Professionals know 
cable makes a difference... that’s why so many use Monster.  
Monster Classic delivers the quality, durability, and reliability 
every musician needs.

1  90% Copper spiral wrap shielding

2  Duraflex ® jacket protects against abrasion
3  All metal, classic connectors 

1
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My sound is real basic:  
Les Paul. Monster Cable. 
Marshall. When I used to  
use other cords, I’d hear  
my tone drop as soon as  
I plugged ‘em in. Now, I 
don’t even think about it.

Famous Monster 
Slash 
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MONSTER CLASSIC™

SPEAKER CABLE

MONSTER® SPEAKER CABLE FOR 
EVERY MUSICIAN AND STUDIO. 

Monsterous® sound for Monsterous® musicians. Durable 
and flexible with heavy-duty reinforced connectors to stand 
up to studio and stage. Choose hard nickel contact ¼" plug, 
or SpeakOn Monster banana plugs.

1  Nickel plated brass connectors for excellent signal transfer  

2    Magnetic Flux Tube ® construction and special cable windings

3  All metal, classic connectors for durability

MONSTER CLASSIC™

MICROPHONE CABLE

MONSTER® QUALITY, ECONOMICALLY 
PRICED MICROPHONE CABLE.

A Monster®-quality microphone cable every musician 
and studio can afford. Features flexible Duraflex® outer 
jacket, interchangeable color XLR connector “O” rings, 
heavy-duty reinforced connectors and Monsterous® sound 
for Monsterous® musicians. 

1  Twisted pair construction reduces distortion   
2  All metal, classic connectors for durability
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Monster Cable® Prolink®  
Instrument Cable 
There’s a Monster Cable for Every Budget  

and Performance Level. Welcome to 

Audio Nirvana.

The signal from your musical instrument is delicate, 

full of nuance and the source of everything else that 

makes your sound your sound. That’s why Monster 

Instrument Cables deliver exceptional frequency 

response, tonal accuracy and sonic impact. Why 

would you ever compromise your sound?

For the best sound, especially with acoustic 

instruments, it has  to be Monster High Performance 

Instrument Cables. These cables  are specially 

designed to deliver high level transients, complex  

harmonic overtones and all of the signature detail of 

your  instrument and your playing style.
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Studio Pro® 2000 
Instrument Cable
Monster’s Flagship Cable Featuring 
Our Most Advanced Technologies 
for Ultimate Performance. 

Monster Rock™ 
Instrument Cable
High Performance Cable Delivers 
Aggressive Sonic Character and 
Dynamics for Rock Musicians.

Monster Bass® 
Instrument Cable
Powerful Low End Response and Extended 
Dynamic Range From a Cable Specially 
Designed for the Bass Player. 

Monster Acoustic™ 
Instrument Cable
Natural Sound Reproduction and Real 
Wood-Grain Look for Acoustic Guitars. 

Performer 600 
Instrument Cable
Road Worthy Instrument Cable 
Built for the Touring Musician

Monster Classic™ 
Instrument Cable
Quality Sound Starts 
with Quality Cable.

6
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Monster Cable® Prolink®  
Speaker Cable  
We built our reputation on high 

performance speaker cables. Today, 

Monster offers pro-grade, reference-

quality speaker cables for all 

professional monitoring and audio 

playback applications, delivering 

superior imaging, dimensionality, and 

dynamic range. For stage,  studio and 

control room, don’t let speaker wire be 

the weak link in your signal path.  You 

deserve Pure Monster Sound®.  

Which is why SP2000 cables always 

are. 
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Studio® Pro 2000 
Speaker Cable
The Ultimate Speaker Cable 
for Critical Listening. 

Performer 600 
Speaker Cable
Advanced Technologies in a 
Pro Audio Speaker Cable.

Monster Classic™ 
Speaker Cable
Monster® Speaker Cable for 
Every Musician and Studio. 
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Monster Cable® Prolink®  
Microphone Cable

When it comes to delicate signal 

levels that must be painstakingly 

protected from extraneous noise, the 

microphone signal is most critical. 

Trust your microphone signals 

to Monster® High Performance 

Microphone Cables for exceptional 

vocal and instrument reproduction 

with increased clarity, presence and 

dynamic range.   Wc  44

9

Monster Studio Pro® 2000 
Microphone Cable
Used by Grammy®-Winning 
Recording Artists. 

Monster Performer 600 
Microphone Cable
High Resolution Professional 
Microphone Cable for 
Improved Performance. 

Monster Classic™ 
Microphone Cable
Monster® Quality, 
Economically Priced 
Microphone Cable.
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Monster® Studiolink

Recording studios require the highest 

possible level of performance from 

cables.  Whether it’s an 8-channel 

mic snake or patch bay cables for the 

control room, producers and engineers 

rely on Monster.  Our StudioLink cables 

are specifically designed to meet the 

critical demands of studio and stage 

environments, with durable, low-noise 

heavy-duty construction and advanced 

cable technologies that consistently 

deliver maximum signal transfer for 

more accurate audio reproduction 

and a lower noise floor.

1113 14

Monster® StudioLink® D-Sub/DA-88 Interconnect

Use the Monster® StudioLink® 500 D-Sub/ 
DA-88 Interconnect for more accurate 
and natural sound reproduction. Extra-fine 
copper strandings provide a wide bandwidth 
and improved signal transmission. Features 
balanced terminations with XLR or ¼" 
connectors for use with multi-channel 
analog devices.
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Monster® StudioLink® Patchbay Cables

Reliable. Durable. Bandwidth Balanced. These cables 
are ideal for pro studio and home studio patchbays. 
Built with the patented MicroFiber® dielectric, 
you get a high resolution signal with increased 
noise reduction and low-loss performance. 
Patented Time Correct® windings provide 
a phase-accurate open soundstage with 
precise imaging, tight bass and smooth 
highs. Available with heavy-duty, 
high conductivity TT, XLR’s or 
1/4” TRS connectors. 

Monster® StudioLink® 
8-Channel and 16-Channel Snake Cable 
Monster® StudioLink® 500 8-Channel Snake 
Cable delivers exceptional performance 
value for multi-channel professional, live, 
or home studio applications. Multiple 
gauge high and low frequency wire 
networks provide accurate and 
natural sound reproduction. 

FP
O
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Monster® Studiolink
Digital Cabels

Handle High Speed Digital Signals with Care  

Digital audio signals can be more demanding on cables 
and their connectors than analog signals because of the 
high frequency signals. Professional grade digital audio 
requires very high data rates because an error of a single bit 
can ruin an otherwise perfect take. Monster Digital™ Cables 
are designed for precise bitstream transfer and smooth, 

natural sound, free of jitter, distortion and interference. Get 
Monster Digital™ Cables for reliable, error-free digital audio.

1113 14

Monster® StudioLink® USB Cable  

USB is an important standard in many 
pro audio environments. Connecting 
controllers with DAW’s. Hard drive and 
storage networks. And you don’t need 
a USB cable that’s going to slow things 
down or lose data. You need Monster® 
StudioLink® USB cable. Advanced 
connectivity and throughput meets 
world famous Monster connectors. 

FP
O

Monster® StudioLink® Firewire Cable 

High speed IEEE 1394 FireWire® connection for 
enhanced reliability, bandwidth and sound 
reproduction. Features a unique, advanced 
nitrogen gas-injected cellular dielectric, 
Xtra Low Noise® construction and high-
density, triple-layer shielding to help 
reject interference, high conductivity.  
TT, XLR’s or ¼" TRS connectors in 
250-foot bulk spools. 

 24k Gold Contacts 
and Connector Shell  
Maximizes signal transfer 
and corrosion resistance.

Advanced 
SingleHelix™ Windings
Deliver 500MHz bandwidth, 
and up to 480 Mbps for 
ultra-fast data transfer 
rejection.

Monster™ Studiolink USB Cable

Ultra-Large Gauge, 
Power Conductor
For maximum power
transfer to USB devices.

Extra-Flexible 
Duraflex® 
Patented outer jacket 
for superior durability 
and strength.

1
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Heavy-Density Triple 
Layer Shielding
Rejects RF and EM
interference for most
reliable data transfer.
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Monster ®

CableLinks
Professional Quality Audio Couplers, 

Adapters and Y Adapters 

Don’t let couplers, adapters and 

Y adapters be the weakest link in 

your signal path. Monster® CableLinks 

use high performance Monster Cable® 

and extra shielding to eliminate RF 

and EMI noise .  

Ultra Low-Noise, Ultra-Durable 

Adapters Deliver Optimum Signal 

Transfer for Better Sound 

A cheap adapter can ruin a million 

dollar mix. Professional audio 

people know it, and that’s why 

they never skimp on hardware. 

They specify Monster.

1113

SINGLE ADAPTERS

Y-ADAPTERS

RCA Female to  
¼" Mono Male  
MCL FRM 

¼" St Male to  
(2) ¼" Mono Female  
MCL MST2MF

XLR Male to  
(2) XLR Female 
MCL MX2FX

To see the complete line of Monster couplers, adapters, and splitters, visit 
MonsterProducts.com/Pro_Audio/Splitters_and_Adapters.asp

¼" St Male to  
XLR Female 
MCL MSTFX 
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Monster DJ
In the mix from day one.

We have a unique relationship with 

DJ’s.  From the early days of DJ culture, 

Monster headphones have been the 

definitive choice for DJ’s around the 

world and today, we are hooked up 

with many of the most infamous DJ 

talent on the planet, including DJ 

Infamous.  Our headphones fill our 

DJs heads with the tracks that keep 

their crowds hot, our cables pump 

them out in the world’s most awesome 

clubs and our power drives some of 

the greatest acts in the world.  

1113 14

Monster StudioLink

8-Channel Snake Cable 

Monster StudioLink 500 8-Channel 
Snake Cable delivers exceptional 
performance value for multi-channel 
professional, live, or home studio 
applications. Multiple gauge high and 
low frequency wire networks provide 
accurate and natural sound reproduction.
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Monster StudioLink

Patchbay Cables

High performance Patchbay cables  for 
home and pro studios, live sound and 
installations. Bandwidth Balanced® 
construction with patented MicroFiber® 
dielectric provides a high resolution 
signal with great imaging, increased 
noise rejection and low-loss 
performance. Patented Time 
Correct® windings provide a 
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Monster StudioLink

D-Sub/DA-88 Interconnect 

Monster StudioLink 500 D-Sub/DA-88 
Interconnect for more accurate  and 
natural sound reproduction. Extra-fine 
copper strandings provide a wide 
bandwidth and improved signal 
transmission. Features balanced 
terminations  with XLR or 1/4” 
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Game Changer. 
The DJ Redfined
Monster GO-DJ.  It’s the first, fully 

self-contained, no computer required, 

complete DJ control station.  Plug in a 

pair of powered monitors or hook it up to 

a house PA and you’re in business. And we 

mean actual business….because GO-DJ is 

for professionals.   Step sequencing.  Beat 

Matching.  Effects.  Sampler.  Recorder.  

EQ. It’s all here.   And we almost forgot. 

It weighs 10 oz and fits in your pocket.   

1113 14

Monster GO-DJ. 
Alone in It’s Class. 

Portable, Stand-Alone DJ System and Production Studio.

Monster GO-DJ represents the next stage in the evolution of 
modern DJ/production tools. GO-DJ packs a studio full of pro 
gear into a pocket sized controller, allowing you to produce (and 
record) broadcast quality audio and DJ sets anywhere you are.
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Touchscreens

Touch Sampler

EQ

Beat Matching

Sequencer

Recorder

Effects

Line In
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Monster 
Headphones
Rely on Monster for all your pro and music 

performance cable and accessory needs including 

high-performance pro-grade headphones,

1113
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Pro 900
Rack Mountable 
Professional PowerCenter
A superb value, PRO 900 provides 
entry to pro-grade power 
conditioning and protection for 
all music professionals. Clean 
Power Stage 1 filtering means 
better sound for performing 
musicians, studios, project 
studios and home theaters.

Pro 600
Rack Mountable 
Professional PowerCenter
The PRO 600 is a high quality 
component at an entry-level price. 
The filter circuitry reduces the noise 
that goes right through typical 
surge protectors. Optimized for 
analog gear, the Pro 600 provides 
excellent AC power line noise 
rejection.
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N-PULSE LOGO Lock-up

SKAM LOGO Lock-up



Monster ® 
Pro Power
Maybe you have a cover band. You show up 

at a party and there’s one ungrounded outlet 

across the room behind the sofa. Or you’re in 

a rehearsal space and the manager’s coming 

by for a listen. Noisy amp! Or it’s a stage and 

there’s not enough juice for the new PA. You 

need to become a Monster now. Our power 

products give you surge protection, noise and 

RF filtration and as many outlets as you can 

use. Buy Monster and stop worrying about your 

power issues….and take more time for music.

“

”

I only use stuff that still 
sounds incredible after  
I’ve beaten the  #x@! 
out of it. The list is short. 
Monster’s on it.

Famous Monster
Flea, Red Hot Chili Peppers
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DIRTY POWER:  
Affects the Way Your 
Components Perform
Actual spectrum analyzer 
photo  of AC power pollution 
created  by a CD player. 

CLEAN POWER:  
For Improved Sound
AC power line filtered by 
Monster’s patented Clean 
Power Circuitry. 
U.S. Patent No. 6,473,510

20

Protect your sound and your equipment   

Let’s say you play guitar. Getting your signature tone has 
taken forever. But you’ve created something that’s unique, 
personal and in demand. Are you going to let all that work 
be vulnerable to dirty power? In the same way that cable 
gets your sound to an amp intact, Clean Power® makes 
sure that your electronics are running clean and quiet. And 
with up to 3 stages of noise filtration, Monster® Pro Power 
provides maximum tone and minimum noise. 

20
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Famous Monster 
Kerry King 
Slayer

Famous Monster 
Zakk Wylde 
Ozzy Ozbourne ph
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Monster ® 
Rack Power
Optimal Line Conditioning and Protection 

for All Your Equipment 

Where’s the best place to put AC powerline conditioning, 

surge protection, and voltage stabilization? At the 

equipment rack, where the power is needed. Installing a 

Monster® Pro PowerCenter™ in your audio rack provides 

the best guarantee that patented Clean Power® is 

perfectly delivered to your equipment, while providing 

the convenience of rack lights, sequenced power-ups 

and power-downs, and digital voltage and amperage 

meters. (Of course, you don’t need a rack to use a 

rack-mountable Monster® Pro) 
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•	 Clean	Power ®	Stage	3	filtering
•	 T2	and	Tri	Mode	comprehensive		

surge	protection	with	audible		
and	visual	alarms

•	 Digital	voltage	and	amperage	meters	
•	 2775	Joule	rating	to	maximize		

surge	protection

•	 12	surge	protected	AC	outlets	
•	 Front	and	rear	connectors		

for	adjustable	12v	LED	lights
•	 Optimized	digital	filter		

for	minimum	jitter	and	noise
•	 3-stage	sequenced	AC	power		

turn-on	and	turn-off

Sequenced Power for Audio Pros
Turning Equipment On In the Right Order  
Protects Ears and Gear
What musician, engineer, or audio tech has not been 
alarmed by a loud pop, buzz or thump caused by turning 
the wrong piece of equipment on first? With 3-stage 
and 2-stage sequenced power-up and power-down, 
you’ll stop wondering whether a loud power-up pop is 
damaging your speakers or amp, because you’ll stop 
hearing those pops!

Pro 3500
Rack Mountable Professional PowerCenter®

Every	musician	and	sound	system	can	benefit	from	the	advanced	Clean	
Power	Stage	3	AC	line	conditioning.	Use	PRO	3500	for	portable	racks,	
small	studios,	budget-conscious	theaters,	clubs,	and	project	studios.	
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Pro 2500
Rack Mountable Professional PowerCenter®

Affordable	PowerCenter	for	budget-conscious	applications.	Pro	2500	
prevents	turn-on	transients	with	two-stage	sequential	turn-on.	This	
PowerCenter	also	provides	an	excellent	introduction	to	the	benefits	
of	filtering	out	AC	line	noise.

•	 Clean	Power	Stage	2	filtering
•	 Dual-Mode	Plus	surge	protection	 

with audible and visual alarms
•	 Digital	voltage	meters	
•	 2775	joule	rating	to	maximize	 

surge protection

•	 10	surge	protected	AC	outlets	
•	 Front	panel	connector	for	 

adjustable	12v	LED	light
•	 2-stage	sequenced	AC	power	 

turn-on and turn-off

Pro AVS 2000
Rack Mountable Automatic Voltage Stabilizer
Affordable	PowerCenter	for	budget-conscious	applications.	Pro	2500	
prevents turn-on transients with two-stage sequential turn-on. This

•	 Clean	Power	Stage	2	filtering
•	 Dual-Mode	Plus	surge	protection	 

with audible and visual alarms
•	 Digital	voltage	meters	
•	 2775	joule	rating	to	maximize	 

surge protection

•	 10	surge	protected	AC	outlets	
•	 Front	panel	connector	for	 

adjustable	12v	LED	light
•	 2-stage	sequenced	AC	power	 

turn-on and turn-off

Pro 900
Rack Mountable Professional PowerCenter®

A	superb	value,	PRO	900	provides	entry	to	pro-grade	power	
conditioning	and	protection	for	all	music	professionals.	Clean	
Power	Stage	1	filtering	means	better	sound	for	performing	
musicians,	studios,	project	studios	and	home	theaters.

Pro 600
Rack Mountable Professional PowerCenter®

The	PRO	600	is	a	high	quality	component	at	an	entry-level	price.	
The	filter	circuitry	reduces	the	noise	that	goes	right	through	typical	
surge	protectors.	Optimized	for	analog	gear,	the	Pro	600	provides	
excellent	AC	power	line	noise	rejection.

•	 Clean	Power	Stage	1	filtering
•	 Dual-Mode	Plus	surge	protection	 

with audible and visual alarms
•	 1850	joule	rating	to	maximize	 

surge protection

•	 10	surge	protected	AC	outlets
•	 Front	panel	connector	for	 

adjustable	12v	LED	light
•	 Sequenced	AC	power	 

turn-on and turn-off

•	 Dual-Mode	Plus	surge	protection	 
with audible and visual alarms

•	 High-current	filter	reduces	
performance-degrading noise  
and interference

•	 1080	joule	rating	to	maximize	 
surge protection

•	 9	surge	protected	AC	outlets	
•	 Fireproof	ceramic	protection 

reduces risk of fire from surges
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Monster ® Pro Power
Monster® Pro PowerCenters Put Clean Power® 

Where It’s Needed 

Flexibility is crucial for gigs in different venues, 

where each setup changes. In pro and home studios, 

a Monster® Pro PowerCenter™ puts patented Monster® 

Clean Power® precisely where it’s most useful. 

Forget running long extension cords back to the 

control room, or compromising your sound using 

questionable outlets. Get noise-free power and 

advanced surge protection anywhere you need it.

Pro 2000 Professional PowerCenter
Pro	2000	delivers	the	performance	and	features	
you’d expect from a rack unit, without the rack.

•	 Clean	Power	Stage	2	filtering
•	 Dual	Mode	Plus™	protection	provides	

audible and visual alarm
•	 Digital	Voltage	and	Amperage	Meters	
•	 2775	Joule	Rating	to	Maximize	 

Surge Protection

•	 12	Surge-Protected	AC	Outlets	
•	 Coaxial	and	Phone/Network	

Connections 
•	 Heavy	Duty	10	ft.	Monster	

PowerLine®	200	Cable
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Pro 800 Professional PowerCenter
Essential	Clean	Power	line	conditioning	in	a	
compact, take-anywhere PowerCenter.

Pro 200 Professional PowerCenter
Easy,	direct	plug-in	convenience	and	essential	Clean	
Power line conditioning and protection for pro audio 
and musical instruments.

•	 Clean	Power	Stage	1	filtering
•	 Dual	Mode	Plus	protection	with	audible	alarm
•	 2	Surge-Protected	AC	Outlets

Pro 1000 Professional PowerCenter
Get the same level of patented Monster Clean Power as our 
larger	Pro	2000	unit,	in	a	slightly	smaller	form	factor.

•	 Clean	Power	Stage	2	filtering
•	 Dual	Mode	Plus	protection	provides	

audible and visual alarm
•	 LED	Bar	Graph	Voltage	 

and Amperage Meters 

•	 2775	Joule	Rating	to	Maximize	 
Surge Protection

•	 8	Surge-Protected	AC	Outlets	
•	 Heavy	Duty	10	ft.	Monster	 

PowerLine	200	Cable

•	 Clean	Power	Stage	1	filtering
•	 Dual	Mode	Plus	protection	 

with audible alarm

•	 8	Surge-Protected	AC	Outlets	
•	 10	ft.	Monster	PowerLine	100	Cable

Extra Wide Outlet 
Spacing for Bulky 
Power Converters
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MODEL

 CLEAN POWER  
AND PROTECTION  

CIRCUITRY CONNECTIONS

 
WARRANTY 
AND JOULES

PRO 3500

14 outlets  
(2	front) 
1	front	XLR	lamp 
1	rear	XLR	lamp

5	years

2775	Joules

PRO 2500

10 outlets  
(2	front) 
1	front	XLR	lamp

5	years

2775	Joules

PRO 900

10 outlets  
(2	front) 
1	front	XLR	lamp

5	years

1850	Joules

PRO 600

9 outlets  
(1	front)

5	years

1080	Joules

PRO 2000

12	outlets 
1 network in, 1 out  
(RJ45	combo	jack)	
1 pair coax 

5	years

2775	Joules

PRO 1000

8	outlets

5	years

2775	Joules

PRO 800

8	outlets

Lifetime

1850	Joules

PRO 200

2	outlets

Lifetime

1110	Joules

KEY FEATURES
DIMENSIONS 
AND WEIGHT

Voltage	fluctuation	monitoring,	remote	DC	In,	 
8'	PowerLine	300	cord,	audible	alarm,	 

sequenced	power	on/off,	24K	gold	contacts

12"	L	x	19"	W	 
x	3.5"	H

2	rack	units

18	lbs.

Voltage	fluctuation	monitoring,	8'	PowerLine	200	cord,	 
audible	alarm,	24K	gold	contacts,	sequenced	power	on/off

10.5"	L	x	19"	W	 
x	1.75"	H

1 rack unit

10 lbs.

Voltage	fluctuation	monitoring,	8'	PowerLine	100	cord,	 
audible	alarm,	24K	gold	contacts

6"	L	x	17.1"	W	x	1.75"	H
1 rack unit

10 lbs.

8'	PowerLine	100	cord,	 
audible	alarm,	24K	gold	contacts

5.1"	L	x	17.1"	W	x	1.7"	H
1 rack unit

3	lbs.

Voltage	fluctuation	monitoring,	10'	PowerLine	200	cord,	 
cable	grip	plug,	audible	alarm,	24K	gold	contacts

4.5"	L	x	20"	W	 
x	2.5"	H

5.4	lbs.

Voltage	fluctuation	monitoring,	10'	PowerLine	200	cord,	 
cable	grip	plug,	audible	alarm,	24K	gold	contacts

4.5"	L	x	18"	W	 
x	2.5"	H

4.6 lbs.

10'	PowerLine	200	cord,	audible	alarm,	24K	gold	contacts

15"	L	x	8.5"	W 
	x	2.875"	H

2.3	lbs.

Audible	alarm,	24K	gold	contacts

4.675"	L	x	2.5"	W 
x	8.75"	H

0.6 lbs.



More for Your Studio, Stage, 
and Rehearsal Room
Rely on Monster for all your pro and music performance cable 
and accessory needs including high-performance pro-grade 
headphones, bulk high-performance cable, audiophile-class 
Apple iPod® interconnects, robust studio-grade computer 
connections and more. 

Take the investments you’ve made in audio to the next level, 
and	Get		All	the	Performance	You	Paid	For ™ with Monster 
and	Monster	Pro	MI!
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I	like	to	have	the	signal	path	as	short,	direct	and	
analog	as	possible,	so	quite	often,	I	just	plug	a	
guitar	into	an	amp	with	a	15	ft.	Monster	Cable.

— Famous Monster Joe Perry, Aerosmith

“ ” Monster PowerLine PL 200
A	superior	IEC	power	cord	that	helps	keep	AC	impurities	out	while	delivering	
maximum power, for improved equipment and musical instrument performance.

•	 100%	mylar	foil	shield	

•	 8-foot	length	provides	greater	flexibility

•	 24k	gold-plated	contacts

Monster PowerLine PL 100
Power	cord	reliability	is	an	audio	essential.	PowerLine	PL100	helps	keep	AC	
impurities out while delivering maximum power, for improved equipment 
and musical instrument performance.

•	 8-foot	length	provides	greater	flexibility

•	 24k	gold-plated	contacts

•	 Heavy-duty	Duraflex®	jacket

A High Performance Monster 
PowerLine® Cord Improves Audio 
Gear 
Can replacing the power cord on musical 
instruments and pro audio equipment really 
make	a	difference?	A	superior	IEC	power	cord	
reduces	noise	from	RF	and	EMI,	and	maximizes	
power transfer, enabling your electronics to 
perform at their best.

Monster PowerLine PL 300 (pictured above)
Monster	PowerLine	300’s	two	isolated	layers	of	shielding	fend	off	external	RF	
interference,	while	a	tightly	woven	copper	braid	protects	against	EM	interference.	
A drain wire connects the shield to the AC source ground, sending accumulated 
noise	back	to	the	wall	plug,	lowering	the	overall	noise	floor.

•	 Dual	100%	mylar	and	95%	copper	braid	shielding	

•	 8-foot	length	provides	greater	flexibility

•	 24k	gold-plated	contacts	for	maximum	conductivity	and	corrosion	resistance
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Monsters 
Live Forever ™

100% Limited Replacement Warranty

Monster®	 cables	 are	 backed	 by	 the	 Monsters	 Live	
Forever	 Limited	 Warranty.	 This	 warranty	 lasts	 as	
long as you own your Monster cable and covers any 
defects or malfunctions in a new Monster cable that 
you have purchased from an authorized Monster 
Dealer.	 Get	 all	 the	 details	 when	 you	 purchase	 a	

Monster cable product.


